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The Ticket to a great job: The Resume
WHAT MAKES A RESUME EFFECTIVE?

For a resume to be effective, it must demonstrate your knowledge 
of both function and form. An effective resume

× Has a clear purpose that shows why you are writing it
× Is visually appropriate and appealing, or easy to read
× Includes all the necessary information about the writer
× Is grammatically correct with no errors in punctuation or 

spelling



Documenting your experiences for Resumes (and portfolios / Linkedin)
REMEMBERING TO DOCUMENT 

For each “experience” you have, whether it’s a job, a project, volunteering, music, or 
sports, it’s good to have it written out and ready to go. Use GOOGLE DOCS or ONEDRIVE 
for easy access in the future. 

Stay organized! It’s a great idea to keep a 3 ring binder and a designated drive for all 
your evidence.

What is so hard about this? DISCIPLINE….DISCIPLINE…..DISCIPLINE

When you finish doing something, human nature is to “be done”. It’s over. Capute. 
However… if you don’t do it now, you will forget great tidbits to include.



× Projects at school (don’t forget pictures)
× Volunteer Experiences
× Internships
× Job Shadows
× Work
× Extra Curriculars
× Awards
× Certifications
× Special Skill Sets (Music, Athletics, Languages Spoken, Travel 

Abroad, Leadership)

WHat things should you Document?



it’s time to create your list

To get the template:
Google Drive
Shared Drives
Student READY drive/resume unit
   “Brainstorming your content”

*File / Make a copy



Example: a 10th grade 
student volunteered 
at a kids camp. Let’s 
go through the steps 
of documenting that 
experience.

1.
3 STEPS for writing 

Experience Summaries
Let’s start with the big picture.



Imagine you are the 
Hiring manager…

Resumes are written by 
imagining it from the recipients 

point of view

STEP 1)



What do they want and need?
× Resume writing is ALWAYS done using empathy, 

or “putting yourself in someone else’s shoes”.
× The reason you create a resume is to show 

someone hiring or a college admissions 
counselor you have what it takes and what 
they need!

× Do you know what that is?



Well, that depends... Do some research
Job Based

It says in the job description!

Use words describing your 
experiences that match what 
they wrote in the description. 
You should change your 
resume for each job you 
apply to.

The Basics

They want proof of college ready 
skills like reading, math and writing. 
These can be shown through your 
projects.

Other skills like leadership, flexibility, 
grit, dependability, and problem 
solving are very important to 
employers as well.



Using the Kids Camp volunteer example...

× Leadership skills and actively managing a timeline of camp 
activities

× Conflict management skills and being supportive of others 
who are struggling

× Dedication, cooperation / teamwork

What would they need for this position?



Big 
People who hire for jobs or admit to colleges 
want PROOF you have what they are looking for. 
You can show them with a few simple strategies.



Recording your Experience

If you do this right away 
you will remember more!

STEP 2)



Record the experience 
Use the Template for Documenting Experiences to help 
you remember and record everything about what you 
did. When writing things down, try to use all the “extras” 
to demonstrate how you are special. This shows what 
makes you UNIQUE as compared to other candidates. 



3 steps to a great experience summary

Brain Dump
Write 
good 

sentences

Use the 
right style 

and 
format



Place your screenshot here

Documenting 
Experiences 
Template
Pick an experience 
to from the exercise 
in Brainstorming 
your Content.



oKay… 
it’s time to brain dump

please pause The video 
and provide the document called:    
“Brainstorming your content”



Place your screenshot here

Documenting Experiences Template

Start by filling out the 
basics in the top section.

Then move on to “What I did 
+ Skills I Developed”.

Cast your memory back... 
try to recall everything 
about the experience and 
BRAIN DUMP.



To be
continued
Coming up in the next lesson.. Writing great sentences 


